The structural and electronic properties of ternary Al x Ti y Ni z clusters, where x, y, and are integers and are investigated. Both SVWN and B3LYP exchange-correlation functionals are employed in a two-stage density functional theory (DFT) calculations to generate these clusters. In the first stage, a minimum energy cluster structure is generated by an unbiased global search algorithm coupled with a DFT code using a light exchange-correlation functional and small basis sets. In the second stage, the obtained cluster structure is further optimized by another round of global minimization search coupled with a DFT calculator using a heavier 2 exchange-correlation functional and more costly basis set. Electronic properties of the structures are illustrated in the form of a ternary diagram. Our DFT calculations find that the stability of the clusters increases with the increment in the number of constituent nickel atoms. These results provide a new insight to the structure, stability, chemical order and electronic properties for the ternary alloy nanoclusters.
I. Introduction
Atomic clusters are aggregates of atoms ranging from a few to thousands of atoms or molecules.
Nanoclusters are atomic clusters with a diameter in the order of nanometers. They exhibit distinctly different electronic and structural behaviors compared to their larger size counterpart due to low dimensional and quantum confinement effects [1] . Furthermore, electronic and structural properties of small size clusters in many cases might be a non-monotonous function of the number of atoms. The properties of a small nanocluster are hardly correlated with the number of atoms, whereas the physical and chemical properties of a large cluster, ranging from hundreds to thousands of atoms, is similar to the bulk material [2] , [3] . So far there are no deciding consensual theoretical models or general rules for the prediction of the geometrical structures or electronic properties of a generic cluster, not to speak of small ternary metallic clusters.
From the year 2000 onwards, transition metal clusters had been intensively studied, both experimentally [4] - [9] and computationally [10] - [33] . Nanoclusters, mainly binaries or ternaries, have attracted much attention due to their broad applications in catalysis [34] - [36] , magnetic-recording materials [37] and biological applications, to name a few. For example, FeAlAu n ( -) [38] , Fe-Co-Ni [1] , [39] , [40] , Fe-Co-Pd [41] and Ag-Au-Pd [42] trimetallic clusters have been studied for their magnetic, electronic, and structural properties. In catalytic research, works have been reported to elucidate the various catalytic reactions [43] of binary clusters and nanoparticles. Catalytic activities of single-element clusters can be enhanced by adding a second chemical element, and evidence shows that the catalytic activities of some ternary noble or metallic clusters are more pronounced compared to the unary and binary clusters [44] . For trimetallic cluster studies, structures of the Au-Pd-Pt [45] , Au-Cu-Pt [46] and Rh-Pd-Pt [47] trimetallic nanoparticles are changed when their structural stability are simulated via an improved evolutionary algorithm. It is found that Pt atoms are distributed on the surface in small fractions for Au-Pd-Pt and Au-Cu-Pt nanoparticles, in spite of its compositions below 10%.
Copper and ( = Au, Ag, Pd) atoms tend to segregate towards the surface, with Au and Ag atoms exhibit stronger surface aggregation than Cu atom. These simulations are in good agreement with experimental results [48] .
In the search of the ground state structures of ternary alloy clusters, one common practice is to generate them based on classical and semi-classical methods such as adoption of Gupta potential, Sutton-Chen potential, and others empirical potentials. These empirical or semiempirical results commonly show that the ground state structures of the small clusters are in the shape of an icosahedron, whereas truncated octahedron and a truncated decahedral structure is favoured by the large clusters [4] . Structural evolution of cluster can be explained and tackled by classical and semi-classical approaches but these methods may fail if the electronic effects from valence electrons of the atoms have to be taken into account [1] , [39] , [40] . Using classical and semiclassical approaches in the search of ground state configurations for transition metal clusters will produce unreliable results, due to the existence of localized d orbitals [49] - [52] .
Electronic structure and stability of transition metal clusters, such as intermediate size 3d/4d element clusters (especially 13-atoms cluster), have been studied extensively by DFT methods in the last two decades [19] - [33] . However, the simulation results fluctuate with different DFT software and optimization methods employed [49] - [52] . In DFT calculations, structural and energy values for a nanocluster might be different due to various types of exchange-correlation (XC) functional and basis set employed in the calculation, for example, Ag 13 and Cu 13 nanocluster that had been reported by applying either Gaussian orbital or planewave based DFT [27] - [31] . DFT results also vary with inclusion or non-inclusion of semi-core states in the pseudopotential [37] , [53] .
In the 1980s, Kaldor et al. had performed several experimental and theoretical works on magnetic properties [54] , ionization and reactivity [55] and static polarizabilities [56] of aluminum clusters. Researches on the structure and bonding of aluminum clusters [57] have started since the 90s. A transition of aluminum clusters from non-jellium to jellium occurred when the cluster size exceeds 40 atoms [56] . Strong magnetic behavior is observed in dimers and some small aluminum clusters such as Al 3 , Al 6 , Al 7 and Al 8 [54] . Since the millennium, broad studies on structural, electronic and magnetic properties of titanium clusters had been done via both experimental and computational methods [58] - [62] . A typical transition element, titanium atom possesses a complicated electronic structure due to its large number of vacant valence d orbitals. Oscillatory magnetism is found in small titanium clusters, while it does not exhibit magnetic properties in bulk [63] . Among the 3d transition metal clusters, numerous experimental and theoretical works [53] , [64] - [70] had been done on nickel clusters. The physical, chemical, electronic and magnetic properties of nickel clusters are closely related to their geometries; changing the number of nickel atoms in a cluster will change its properties, and geometry also has an impact to the transition from diatomic to the bulk [71] .
Currently, a few theoretical works on the binary alloy Al-Ti, Al-Ni and Ti-Ni small size nanoclusters can be found. Based on theoretical and experimental studies on the Al-Ti, Al-Ni and Ni-Ti binary alloy systems [72] , [73] , [74] , [75] [76], [77] and ternary alloy system Al-Ti-Ni
[78]- [80] , binary and ternary alloy clusters might have potential to act as potential catalyst in industrial engineering [52] . Researches done using DFT includes: aluminum-doped titanium [41] and Fe x Co y Ni z ( ) [1] , [39] , [40] were studied for its interesting electronic and magnetic properties.
The structural and electronic properties of Al k Ti l Ni m ( ) [52] , [82] and Al n Ti n Ni n ( ) [83] clusters had been investigated by Erkoc and Oymak [82] . AlTi-Ni cluster structures are generated by these authors based on a molecular dynamics (MD)
scheme that applies Lennard-Jones (for two body part) and Axiltod-Teller triple-dipole potentials (for the three-body part) [84] , whereas the electronic properties of the obtained structures are [85] . The present paper is a natural continuation of our work [85] [86] , [87] or MD [14] , [15] , [17] as energy calculator, this calculation strategy does not require Slater-Koster files and empirical potential.
In order to provide a robustness check to the correctness and accuracy of the Al k Ti l Ni m clusters generated using the two-stage global search cum DFT strategy against the published results of the same clusters in the literature, we need to go beyond the small cluster size 4 atoms, which only offers a small number of distinct atomic composition. In this paper, we wish to further strengthen the evident reliability of the two-stage global search strategy with DFT as proposed in [85] by reporting the ground state structures of Al x Ti y Ni z up to atoms. Ternary clusters with 6 atoms offer a far richer variation in the atomic composition than ternary clusters with only 4 atoms. We shall also report the geometric, chemical order and electronic properties of the 6-atom Al-Ti-Ni clusters of different stoichiometries in the form of ternary diagrams.
II. Computational Method
Basin Hopping technique is an unbiased optimization method that is introduced by Wales and Doye [12] and Li and Scheraga [13] . This optimization approach has been widely employed in numerous theoretical works to locate the ground state structure or a global minimum energy state of an atomic cluster system. An advantage of using this method is it effectively helps to discover the optimized energy value for potential energy functions with a funnel landscape. More technical details are described in Refs [86] , [88] , [89] .
The capability to find the global minimum in the potential energy surface (PES) is strongly affected by the initial configuration in a global search algorithm, in which it is highly possible that iterations from an initial configuration tend to be trapped in a local minimum with a high energy barrier. Due to this reason, it is advisable that the search algorithm is initiated with a series of different initial configurations. The genetic algorithm (GA) method starts with a population of initial (guesses) candidates, known as "parents". A selection process is stipulated and applied to sort out the best candidates among the parents and discard the remaining ones based on the fitness [88] , [89] of each candidate. A genetic operator is then invoked to generate new individuals (children) as subsequent replacement of the discarded parents. The process is repeated until the best collection of individuals is found and the global energy minimum is presumably contained in this collection.
The details of the computational approach used in this paper have been discussed in our previous work [85] . For the sake of self-consistency, we shall reiterate it here. Essentially, this is a search algorithm that integrates basin hopping and genetic algorithm approaches, first proposed by Hsu and Lai [89] . In this article, configurations of Al-Ti-Ni multi-component alloy clusters were generated by employing parallel tempering multicanonical basin-hopping plus genetic algorithm (PTMBHGA) -a self-developed code by Lai and Hsu. PTMBHGA is interfaced with the code from first-principles DFT calculation software Gaussian 09 (G09) [90] for structural optimization and is designated as PTMBHGA-G09. Details of the workings of PTMBHGA can be found in Refs. [86] - [90] .
The modifications introduced into the original PTMBHGA code in this paper are outlined here. A two-stage procedure strategy is adopted to search for lowest energy Al-Ti-Ni clusters by using only DFT as the energy calculator. At first, low-lying structures (LLS) within the DFT potential energy surface (PES) are generated by applying two optimization algorithms which is BH and GA. 20 initial configurations are randomly generated. Each of these configurations (also known as candidates) is optimized by BH for 200 steps. In each BH step, either the angular move or random displacement (AMRD) genetic-like operation [11] , [12] , [86] - [89] is employed.
AMRD is a random move method to alter the positions of the cluster structure and thus give birth to a new configuration. Moreover, cut and splice genetic operator (GO) is also introduced as another optimization operator in this code. A cut and splice genetic operator (also known as mating operator) is employed by cut and splice technique to generate new structure configurations from a previous structure. The new cluster structure that is generated by using either AMRD or cut and splice GO technique in each BH step is relaxed and its energy is calculated by using the G09 code. Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) is the local energy minimization algorithm which is made used by BH to minimize the potential energy of cluster structures. First-principles calculations for the Al-Ti-Ni clusters are carried out using the Slater, Vosko, Wilks, and Nusair (SVWN) exchange-correlation functional and 3-21G
Pople basis set [90] , where SVWN is an XC functional equivalent to local spin density approximation (LSDA) in G09. Next, cut and splice operator are applied for these final 20
candidates from the previous 200 BH steps. These final candidates are used as next generation "parents" to breed the "offspring". Next, these final 20 candidates from the previous 200 BH steps would be used as next generation "parents" to breed the "offspring" by using the cut and splice operator. In the next generations, five candidates with the lowest fitness value [88] , [89] are to be discarded, whereas the remaining of the 15 candidates will once again be subjected to 
III. Results and Discussion
A. Geometry
In Fig. 1 possesses a geometry of regular octahedron that agrees well with results published by Jones [57] .
Likewise, Ti 6 cluster is found to have a regular octahedron shape, which agrees with the finding of Medina et al. [62] , but not in agreement with the result of bicapped tetrahedron structure by Xiang et al. [81] using LSDA exchange-correlation. Ni 6 cluster with the lowest total energy, acquired by using the two-stage DFT method, possesses a four fused triangle geometry with an energy 0.132eV lower than the work of Parks et al. [69] and Ramirez et al. [1] Ni atoms is unavailable, and hence unable to be compared with this work.
In Fig. 2 , the average interatomic distance (AID) of the cluster as a function of atomic composition is illustrated and the AID values are presented in Table 1 for each cluster. B. Stability
Binding energy per atom ( )
Binding energy per atom ( ) is employed to measure the total thermodynamic stability of a cluster. of a cluster is calculated by using the equation:
A cluster would be considered more stable when its is more negative [1] , [43] . In Fig. 3 
where and is the total number of the nearest neighbor structure and normalization factor of a cluster, respectively. The normalization factor ( ) of is equal to two for single element clusters, four for binary clusters and six for ternary clusters to ensure a better comparison for pure, binary and ternary clusters.
The values of binding energy per atom, excessive energy, and second-order difference energy are tabled in Table 1 . Clusters with more negative value tend to be mixed while pure element clusters possess zero excess energy, (it tends to segregate); Al N , Ti N , and Ni N single element clusters are less preferable than the ternary and binary clusters in cluster formation. A cluster with the most negative value also infers that it retains high relative stability and it also can be considered as a magic composition. In Figs. 4 and 5 , the values obtained for and are plotted to display the stability of six-atom clusters (refers to Fig. 1 ).
As the number of heteronuclear bonds within the cluster increases, its stability increases, which reflects elements in the cluster tends to be mixed rather than segregated. From Figs. 4 and 5, both and exhibit a similar trend with the composition. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 configurations is studied to discern the mutual influence of the multi-component alloy structure.
Chemical order is a parameter introduced by Ducastelle [92] to study bulk-like binary alloy systems. A clear distinction between disorder and mixing [39] is displayed by bulk-like binary alloy systems when its chemical order value, , approximates zero and small negative, respectively. Ordered phases such as layered-like phase may emerge in the bulk-like binary alloy systems when is a large negative value [92] . Chemical order as a function of the relative composition has the following characteristics: positive when homoatomic pairs dominate over the heteroatomic pairs, which means that segregation or phase separation takes place in a cluster; negative when mixing is present, indicating that hetero-atomic pairs are more prominent in the cluster. If the value of chemical order approximates zero ( ), this implies that the cluster undergoes a phase transition from segregation to mixing or vice-versa.
Based on several literature reviews [40] , [42] , [92] , the chemical order parameter ( ) in our case can be defined as follows:
where is the number of nearest -bonds (see the pair distribution on Table 2 ).
The order parameters for all the cluster configurations are given in Table 2 
Electrons are difficult to be removed from a neutral cluster when a cluster obtains a higher IP value. A cluster with higher EA indicates that a large amount of energy is released when an electron is added to a neutral cluster. In 
Global hardness ( ) and Mulliken electronegativity ( )
The values of IP and EA obtained are then applied to calculate global hardness ( ) and Mulliken electronegativity ( ) for all the cluster configurations. Both and parameters are shown in Fig.   9 and Fig. 10 . The chemical reactivity of a given specific cluster in a charge transfer process is measured by these two quantitative parameters and they are defined as
Besides IP value, Al 1 Ni 5 cluster also possesses the highest value of global hardness in the system. cluster. Electronic data that includes ionization potential, electron affinity, global hardness and
Mulliken electronegativity for the Al-Ti-Ni cluster system are reported in Table 2 .
HOMO-LUMO energy gaps ( )
The energy difference between the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) is known as molecular orbital energy gap ( ).
can be used to measure the capability of an electron to transfer from an occupied orbital to an unoccupied orbital. Referring to the work by Sansores et al. [93] , the overall is defined
Spin value for HOMO α , LUMO α , HOMO β , and LUMO β are performed for the opened shell systems whereas spin value HOMO α and LUMO α are calculated for the closed shell systems.
Chemical reactivity of a cluster is weak when a cluster possesses a high value of . In Fig. 11 
IV. Conclusion
We have calculated the stability, geometric and electronic properties of ternary Al x Ti y Ni z ( ) clusters by using a two-stage procedure. In the first stage of the procedure, the basin-hopping genetic algorithm is coupled with a density functional theory calculator using a relatively cheaper basis set SVWN/3-21G, while in the second stage, the more expensive have not yet been investigated so far.
